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Reviews                                                     

‘I had such fun reading Agents of the Wild: Operation Honeyhunt by Jennifer Bell and Alice 
Lickens. This tale of Agnes Gamble's first thrilling adventure with the ragtag heroes of 
SPEARS is funny, imaginative and oh so exciting. Young readers won't be able to put it 
down. I'm already looking forward to the next book in the series!’  Timothy Knapman  

 
‘I want to be an agent of SPEARS! Readers young and old will fall in love with Agnes and 
Attie. Jen and Alice's imagination shines through in this wonderful, rollicking, fun (and fact) 
filled adventure.’  Ellie Irving, author of The Matilda Effect  

‘Children will love following Agnes on her hilarious mission while learning facts along the 
way. Every page is covered in dynamic green and black illustrations perfect for this new 
wildlife loving series. Ideal for young eco-warriors.’ South Wales Evening Post 

‘I absolutely LOVED 'Agents of the Wild - Operation Honey Hunt'. Such a fun read, and 
packed full of interesting animals and facts to learn about alongside the story. Already 
looking forward to the next Agnes and Attie adventure!’ 

Description  

Enter the world of Agnes & Attie; Agents of 
the Wild, this is fun-packed young fiction with 
wildlife conservation themes.  

This is adventure-filled book followisa young 
8-year-old environmentalist who wants to 
protect the animals and the world. She just 
adores wildlife so she is keen to make a good 
impression and help out on Operation 
Honeyhunt. 

 
The book has some amazing artwork that 
really brings the story to life. With 
conservation and endangered animals as well 
as trying to save the planet at the forefront in 
society, this book has come at a good time. 
 
Overall, it is a wonderful read for any child, 
especially those who are interested in 
conservation. The story has you turning the 
pages quickly wanting to keep up with the 
action and will give children something fun to 
read at a time when we could all do with a bit 
of relief. 

https://www.waterstones.com/author/alice-lickens/529815

